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Eight Questions You
Should Be Asking
About Your Recruitment
Communication Plan
Great rock music, like all great communications, has many critical
components in common. Just as a great song masterfully weaves
orchestration, a catchy tune with a repeating chorus and strong
lyrics that tell a story, a strong communication plan is composed
of a carefully arranged sequential series of messages with a
central theme. Similar to lyrics in a well-written song, a good
communication plan focuses on messaging your prospective
students care about.
While most colleges and universities have drafted recruitment communications
plans, many of these plans lack consistent messaging, a common theme and
proper timing.
If you have been experiencing declining conversion or yield rates, it may be
time to take a closer look at your current recruitment communication plan.

HERE ARE SOME KEY QUESTIONS TO ANSWER AS YOU
REVIEW YOUR INSTITUTIONS COMMUNICATION PLAN:
1.

Is your communication plan comprehensive?

	A strong recruitment communication plan is actually not just one plan
but several segmented to each of your key markets. A comprehensive
communication plan includes sequential messaging to undergraduate,
transfer, graduate and international students. Depending on your particular
mix of programs, you may have unique submarkets such as aviation,
nursing, or ministry that require uniquely targeted messaging. And do
not forget about parents. Parents are often co-decision makers with their
undergraduate students and have their own set of needs and interests.
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2.

While it is certainly critical
to inform the student of the
next steps in the process, it is
equally important to continually
promote the benefits of your
institution.

Are you nurturing students with communications at each stage of the
recruitment funnel?

	At KelmscottEDU, we’ve seen many college communication plans that
focus communications at the inquiry phase, but little to none at later
critical stages of the funnel. In order to have strong conversion and
yield rates, you need to effectively communicate with students at every
stage of the recruitment funnel. A careful mix of communications should
be developed and sent to your suspects, inquirers, applicants, admits,
deposited and registered students.
3.

Are your messages personalized?

	Today’s technology allows you to use student data to personalize your
recruitment communications. Using our institutions’ CRMs, most of us
send messages addressing prospective students by their first name in both
electronic and print communications. But in today’s competitive recruiting
market, messages need speak directly to the student’s particular needs
and interests. A strong communication plan will target the messages to
each individual student. Don’t stop at the student’s first name. Instead, use
the data you have collected to personalize messages based on location,
gender, major, interests, and more.
4.

Are you using multi-media communications or have you moved to a
cross-media strategy?

	Cross-media communications is a powerful way for enrollment managers
to increase their ROI. A strong recruitment communication plan will have a
well-planned combination of emails, letters, postcards, phone calls, event
announcements, surveys, brochures, viewbooks and other publications.
But unlike multi-media marketing, crossmedia communications funnels the
responses from these communications into a single database. That data
is then used to generate customized messaging that creates a dialogue
between the institution and the prospective student.
5.

Are your communications too focused on function and not enough on
engagement?

	Many recruitment communication plans focus on function or tasks to be
completed such as getting the applicant to complete the application file
or on encouraging the admitted student to deposit. While it is certainly
critical to inform the student of the next steps in the process, it is equally
important to continually promote the benefits of your institution. All too
often, marketing messages take a back seat to task-oriented messages
at the applicant and admitted student stage. While you want to send
messages requesting transcripts, letters of recommendation, and deposits,
these communications need to be intermingled with messages highlighting
key benefits of enrolling.
6.

Is your CRM or institutional database capable of sending your complex
communication plans?

	CRMs are becoming an increasingly common tool in enrollment, but
the quality of the communication tools varies considerably within these
systems. Enrollment managers rely on their CRMs or institutional database,
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Evaluations of your
communication plans should
be done on an ongoing basis
and at the conclusion of your
campaign.

such as Banner or Jenzabar, to send their communication plans. As
you reflect on the questions above, ask yourself: Does my current CRM
or database have the capability of sending these complex messaging
sequences? Many institutions have turned to KelmscottEDU for execute
their communication plans due to issues with their institutions systems or
lack of personnel. At KelmscottEDU, we have the tools and expertise to
design and launch multi-layered messaging sequences while utilizing crossmedia marketing.
7.

Are you executing your communication plan in a timely manner?

	Most of us spend an untold number of hours planning and creating our
recruitment communication plans, but what about execution? Are you
sending your print and electronic messages out in a timely manner? Are
you new inquiries receiving an initial message immediately or does it
take your office weeks to enter inquiry cards into your database? While
creating a communication plan is important, executing that plan accurately
and in a timely manner is equally essential to maintain your prospective
students’ interest.
8.

Have you evaluated your results?

	Evaluations of your communication plans should be done on an ongoing
basis and at the conclusion of your campaign. It is important to have the
tools to measure responses, opens, click-throughs, event attendance, and
compliance with task requests. You also need to verify that your team
is sending the communications and that they are sent on time per your
original plan. Analyzing this data, you want to look for strengths and
weaknesses in your messaging and make adjustments accordingly.

GET A COMMUNICATION PLAN AUDIT
Though to many of you the idea of having an audit may seem on par with
going to the dentist, it is actually a rather painless and informative process
that can help you dramatically increase your inquiry numbers and quality.
Allow KelmscottEDU team of recruitment strategy specialists to conduct
an audit of your recruitment communications. Simply provide us with your
current communications, and we will conduct a deep analysis, and provide
you with a detailed report highlighting existing strengths and opportunities
for improvement.
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